To all residents,
Following recent problems with garbage management at your co-ownership,
we would like to remind you that you are required to sort you garbage
appropriately. As of January 1, 2010 “Bruxelles Propreté" can impose fines for
non-compliance.
These fines are addressed directly to the person(s) not having sorted their
garbage. Where no individual can be identified, the fine is imposed to the coownership as a whole.
We therefore ask all residents to pay particular attention to sorting their
garbage
Apart from basic garbage sorting set out in the Annex, we would like to remind
you of some further details set out below:
Large objects and building waste
Each resident may request the removal of up to two cubic meters of large items
every six months. Simply call 0800 981 81 toll free to arrange a pick up time.
Too often, residents resort to the clandestine dumping of large items in the
shared areas. In these cases, we must call specialist removal services leading to
heavy charges to the co-ownership. In turn, these costs are passed on to each
resident via the maintenance charge.
The usage of the free removal service is essential for all of us!
Disposal of glass
In most buildings, you can simply use the glass disposal facilities provided in the
streets. Pay attention to put clear glass in the white disposal bin and colored
glass in the colored bin. This does not apply in buildings equipped with a single
glass disposal point.
Don’t forget to remove corks from bottles and lids from jars.

Cooking oil and light bulbs
Cooking oil must never be emptied into sinks or toilets. This frequently leads to
blockages with water backing up in the pipes. Cooking oil must also never be
disposed of in garbage bags.
When cold, cooking oil must be stored in a suitable recipient.
Oil recipients can be disposed of, along with light bulbs at regional dumps or via
PROXY CHIMIK (using”Bruxelles-Propreté“ vehicles)
You can find your closest disposal dump on ”Bruxelles-Propreté’s“ web site:
www.bruxelles-proprete.be or by telephone : 0800 981 81
Batteries, accumulators and torches
These must be disposed of at BEBAT collection points. There may well be one
at your local supermarket.
Drugs
Expired drugs must be returned to your pharmacist.

With our best regards,

The Pole Concept Team

